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Executive Summary 
 

The amount of observations in a typical fiscal dataset is prohibitive for a human to process. 
visualisations provide a more comprehensive and efficient way to understand and analyse 
large datasets, as stakeholders have already pointed out. The analysis of the data with 
common operations, as defined in the data cube methodology can result in meaningful 
visualisations that can be rendered and interacted upon in the users’ browsers. Open 
Spending1, a sophisticated solution for visualizing fiscal datasets was selected, further 
developed and integrated into OpenBudgets.eu, as its Viewer component satisfies the 
stakeholders requirements with various aggregate visualisations. A middleware component 
has also been developed to provide the Viewer with data from the OpenBudgets.eu triple store. 

                                                

1 http://next.openspending.org 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Requirements 
Fiscal datasets typically contain hundreds or thousands of observations. The more elementary 
the data, the more useful they can be proven to be, because they allow a wider range of 
analysis. The analysis operations highlight the value of fiscal data by producing a new set of 
figures that are the projection of the original data into a more specific field of interpretation. 
The interpretations vary from predictions over a specific time series, to aggregations, 
descriptive statistics and others. In either case, the resulting figures are meaningful to humans, 
by the time they are visually perceptible. 

The objective of data visualizations is to make this perception effective and efficient. The 
perception can be considered effective if the perceiving person is able to analyze and reason 
about data and evidence. An efficient perception is one that consumes the least possible 
cognitive effort for the viewer to be effective. 

From this point of view, in D3.1 users of fiscal data visualizations have outlined the 
visualizations that fit their expectations of interpreting the data. As noted, there are five large 
groups of visualizations that have been identified and can be considered as requirements for 
the visualizations framework of OpenBudgets.eu: 

R1. Showing breakdown of totals 
R2. Contextualising big numbers 
R3. Showing trends over time 
R4. Showing networks of financial flows 
R5. Comparing budgeting, commitment and execution 

Many of these visualization use cases base their efficiency on interactivity. For instance, in 
data cube aggregations, the visualization can be more useful, when the user can, in real time, 
change the drilldown dimension or filter a dimension to focus to specific parts of the 
observations set. From OpenBudgets.eu, where the DataCube ontology is used to describe 
the observations, this interaction should be built around data cube operations like slicing and 
drilling down. 

When a visualization represents what its creator desires, it can be used as an efficient means 
of communication for the rest of the dataset stakeholders. Sharing a fiscal data visualization 
means that it can be exported outside of its authoring environment and be embedded in other 
resources. Also, as reverse engineering the visualization to reach back to data is not possible, 
visualizations might also carry a certification of authenticity and validity against the source 
data. 

Given the above assumptions, and the overall progress of the project till now, the 
OpenBudgets.eu visualizations framework should have the following properties: 

P1. Support the visualization requirements as outlined in D3.1 by offering equivalent 
visualizations, applicable on fiscal data 

P2. Support interactive data exploration, at least per the common data cube specifications 
P3. Allow the user to export the visualization and reuse it online 
P4. Allow community developers to extend and reuse the implementation 

In the following sections, existing approaches are going to be reviewed, based on the 
aforementioned assumptions. Finally, we present the selected module, on which the 
OpenBudgets.eu visualization framework will be based - the OpenSpending Viewer. 
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2 Implementation 

2.1 Existing Implementations 
In OpenBudgets.eu the data visualization components are required to be web based, in order 
to be openly accessible to all the stakeholders. According to this requirement the data flow will 
start from accessing the data source. Ideally, this interaction will happen transparently with an 
HTTP API. The data then can then get transformed at the browser and finally fed into a 
JavaScript visualization library, client-side.  

Currently, the most popular and actively developed approach for visualizing data in the browser 
is D3.js, an open source JavaScript library usually used to generate SVG graphics. On top of 
it, there is NVD3, which provides ready-made, but very customizable standard chart 
components. An alternative SVG library is Raphael.js, while a third drawing library, paper.js 
uses the HTML Canvas element to render graphics.  

There are already various applications that are built on top of these libraries and include GUIs 
for data analysis. While most of the applications are proprietary, there exists an open source 
option oriented towards data analysis, Weave, a platform built with Adobe Air. While Weave 
possesses some of the properties required, it is fairly complex to be used by the end users of 
OpenBudgets.eu. For this project, OpenSpending is developed as part of the foundation 
platform with the following qualities: 

1. It is completely modular, which means we can replace or improve components without 
breaking the whole architecture 

2. It is already made with fiscal data in mind 
3. It supports the common data cube operations 
4. It is completely based on open source components (D3.js is the rendering component) 
5. It is actively developed and supported by a worldwide community 

2.2 OpenSpending and the OpenSpending Viewer 
As described in the project’s source code repository, a project to make government finances 
easier to explore and understand. It started out as "Where does my money go", a platform to 
visualize the United Kingdom's state finance, but has been renamed and restructured to allow 
arbitrary financial data to be loaded and displayed. The latest version of OpenSpending was 
designed to be modular, so that third party applications can be easily built and integrated by 
organizations and users. The default OpenSpending data flow is represented in the following 
figure. 

 

 

Figure 1: Visualisations Creation Framework 

The component of interest for this deliverable is the OpenSpending Viewer. The OS Viewer is 
a modern, graphical shell around the Babbage UI module of OpenSpending. While the original 
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Babbage UI module is the one that actually implements the visualizations, the OS Viewer 
provides a responsive interface that facilitates the common data cube operations via a user-
friendly interface. The user interface of the OpenSpending Viewer can be seen in the annotated 
image below. 

 

Figure 2: The OpenSpending Viewer 

In the left part of the interface, the dimensions of the data set are displayed to allow the user 
to select those that will be used to aggregate the data subset. The subset is also defined by 
filtering the dataset observations, by providing specific values to the responsive dimensions. 
Depending on the already built aggregate, the OpenSpending viewer adapts the interface to 
restrict the available options and assist the users create their visualizations. OpenSpending 
currently supports the visualization type described below. 

2.2.1 Pivot table & Facts Table 
The Facts table is the simplest form of visualization in the OS Viewer. It is a paginated tabular 
view of the observations. One step further is the pivot table which displays summarized data 
based on an aggregation. The observations are first grouped by one or more dimensions and 
their measures are aggregated using the sum function. The users can select the aggregation 
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dimensions, filter observations by one or more dimensions, and define sorting and pagination 
of the aggregated results. This same generalized aggregation method is used in all the 
following visualizations. 

 

Figure 3: Pivot Table 

 

2.2.2 Line & Bar charts 
The line chart displays information as a series of data points connected by straight line 
segments. The observations are grouped by a single dimension. An ideal use case is when 
the user wants to visualize a trend in data over intervals of time – a time series – thus the line 
is drawn chronologically. 

 

Figure 4: Line Chart 

 

The bar chart presents the grouped data with rectangular bars with lengths proportional to the 
values that they represent. Each bar represents a value of the categorical variable that 
represents the drilldown dimension. 
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Figure 5: Bar chart 

2.2.3 Tree Map 
The tree map displays data grouped by one dimension hierarchically (tree-structured) as a set 
of nested rectangles. Each branch of the tree is given a rectangle, which is then tiled with 
smaller rectangles representing sub-branches. A leaf node's rectangle has an area 
proportional to a specified dimension of the data.  

 

Figure 6: Tree map 

2.2.4 Bubble tree 
Bubble tree provides a similar visualization as the tree map. The rectangular areas are 
replaced by circles that orbit around the total amount. 
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Figure 7: Bubble Chart 

2.2.5 Map 
If location data is provided in the budget data, then the OS Viewer is using it to provide a map. 
The region colors represent the aggregated amounts of the grouped observations. 

 

 

Figure 8: Geo-map 

2.2.6 Sankey 
The Sankey diagram is a specific type of flow diagram, in which the width of the arrows is 
shown proportionally to the flow quantity. This diagram can be used to visualize the relationship 
between two dimensions, by which the observations are grouped. 
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Figure 9: Sankey 

2.2.7 Radar Chart 
The radar chart is a chart and/or plot that consists of a sequence of equal-angle spokes, with 
each spoke representing one of the first dimension values. The data length of a spoke is 
proportional to the magnitude of the measure for the data point relative to the maximum 
magnitude of the second dimension across all data points. A line is drawn connecting the data 
values for each spoke.  

 

Figure 10: Radar Chart 

2.3 Integration 
In the original implementation of OpenSpending, the OS Viewer interacts with Babbage API, 
which consumes data from a relational database, described according to FDP, a simple, open 
technical specification for government budget and spending data. To support the integration 
of the OpenSpending Viewer into OpenBudgets.eu, the OS Viewer should be able to access 
data described with the OBEU RDF fiscal data model [1]. There are the following options to 
implement this support: 

1. Transform the data into FDP 
2. Replace the data module of OpenSpending (Babbage API) 

In OpenBudgets.eu, both options are viable due to the quality of the RDF-described data. For 
this deliverable, we developed the second solution by mimicking the functionality of the 
Babbage API, replacing at the same time the relational database of Babbage with the triple 
store. The middleware developed, Rudolf [2], is also going to bring in new features, like the 
global cube, which will make comparing data from different datasets more meaningful. 

Like Babbage API, Rudolf exposes 4 endpoints: 

1. Cubes: provides a list with all the dataset available at the triple store  
2. Model: provides an FDP-like representation of the structure of a specific dataset 
3. Facts: provides paginated, filtered and ordered observations of a specific dataset 
4. Members: provides an enumeration of all the possible values of a dimension in a 

specific dataset  
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5. Aggregates: provides a filtered, paginated, ordered result after aggregating 
observations with an arbitrary number of drilldown dimensions 

Behind the scenes, Rudolf translates the requests to each endpoint into a SPARQL query and 
submits it to the configured triple store. As the OBEU RDF schema is not completely aligned 
with FDP, some assumptions have to be made in order to simulate the full functionality of 
Babbage in Rudolf. For instance, selecting the key and the value attribute for dimensions is a 
heuristic process, looking for properties like SKOS notation and preferred label inside the data 
observations. The results of the query are transformed and returned according to the 
OpenSpending specification. Code lists will be taken account in following versions, in order to 
aggregate similar items together [3], [4]. 

OpenSpending will be continuously developed as the core of the OpenBudgets.eu with new 
applications, features, improvements and bug fixing. The OpenSpending Viewer, together with 
Rudolf will be part of OpenBudgets.eu first prototype, as specified in the description of 
deliverable D4.3.  
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